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ARGUMENT 

In the Office Action dated June 21, 2019 (the “Office Action”) regarding Application Serial No. 
88/022,602 for the mark SMARTMICRO (“Applicant’s Mark”), the Examining Attorney partially 
refused registration of the mark in Class 9 under Section 2(d) of the Trademark Act, 15 U.S.C. 
§ 1052(d), asserting that Applicant’s Mark, with respect to “Electric or electronically controlled 
sensors, namely gas sensors for microwave ovens, that can be programmed to automatically 
interrupt and/or shut off power to the microwave when smoke is detected” in Class 9 creates a 
likelihood of confusion with Registration No. 4,865,013 for the mark SMARTMICRO for 
“Electric monitors and monitor modules for monitoring electric current and electrical signals” (the 
“Cited Mark”), owned by s.m.s. smart microwave sensors GmbH (the “Registrant”).  

For the reasons below, Pioneering Technology Corporation (“Applicant”) respectfully submits that 
Applicant’s Mark is not likely to cause confusion with the Cited Mark. Applicant requests that the 
refusal be withdrawn and that the Application be approved for publication. 

Applicant respectfully submits that Applicant’s Mark is not likely to cause confusion with the 
Cited Mark due to the differences between the goods that Applicant and Registrant offer, the 
differences in trade channels, the high degree of care exercised by the relevant consumers, and the 
differing commercial impressions associated with the marks.   

I. There Is No Likelihood of Confusion Between Applicant’s Mark And the Cited Mark. 

A. The Goods Offered Under The Marks Are Wholly Dissimilar. 

In determining likelihood of confusion under Section 2(d), the similarity or dissimilarity and nature 
of the goods offered under the marks must be considered. See In re E.I. Du Pont de Nemours & 
Co., 476 F.2d 1357, 1361 (C.C.P.A. 1973). Where the nature of the goods offered under two marks 
differs, there can be no likelihood of confusion between the marks. See Clayton Mark & Co. v. 
Westinghouse Electric Corp., 356 F.2d 943, 953-54 (Cust. & Pat. App. 1966) (marks not 
confusingly similar where goods offered under marks were not similar); see also Hutchinson v. 
Essence Commn’s, Inc., 769 F. Supp. 541, 552 (S.D.N.Y. 1991) (no likelihood of confusion 
between rap performer using stage name ESSENCE and ESSENCE magazine that provided some 
coverage of musicians and entertainers). 

Applicant seeks to register Applicant’s Mark for “Electric or electronically controlled sensors, 
namely gas sensors for microwave ovens, that can be programmed to automatically interrupt 
and/or shut off power to the microwave when smoke is detected” in Class 9, in addition to 
“Microwave ovens and replacement parts thereof” in Class 11. The Cited Mark is registered for 
“Radar apparatus; radar instruments, namely, radar detectors, radar speedometers and radar 
counting devices; radar systems comprising radar sensors, radar displays, radar receivers, 
computer hardware and software for the management, display and analysis of radar data; radar 
antennas; plasma and electronic radar displays; radar transmitters; radar receivers with amplifiers; 
calibrated radar reflectors for traffic signals; electric radar connectors; electric monitoring 
apparatus, namely, electronic monitors and monitor modules for monitoring electric current and 
electrical signals; electronic traffic guidance apparatus, namely, traffic-light apparatus; traffic 
management equipment, namely, display monitors, computers, auto compasses and software to 
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manage traffic; instruments for detecting traffic, namely, radar detectors; traffic control apparatus, 
namely, actuated and pretimed traffic signal controllers; electric monitors and monitor modules 
for monitoring electric current and electrical signals; computer hardware for data processing; 
computer software, in particular for simulating reflections of radar radiation” in Class 9, in addition 
to “Scientific and technological services, namely, scientific research, analysis, testing, 
development, planning and consulting in the field of radar detection; scientific research and study 
in the field of radar detection” in Class 42.  

Respectfully, the Examining Attorney errs in concluding that “applicant’s and registrant’s goods 
are legally identical” merely because “sensor” and “monitor” have similar meanings. The Cited 
Mark covers, in relevant part, “electric monitors and monitor modules for monitoring electric 
current and electrical signals,” while Applicant’s Mark covers, in relevant part, “gas sensors for 
microwave ovens, that can be programmed to automatically interrupt and/or shut off power to the 
microwave when smoke is detected.”  

Applicant’s sensors detect smoke in microwave ovens, whereas Registrant’s goods monitor 
electric currents. Even without recourse to or review of any external evidence, this fundamental 
difference between the goods at issue is noteworthy in showing the dissimilarity of goods. This 
point is underscored by a review of Registrant’s product offering, which consists entirely of radar 
applications, and specifically “Automotive, Traffic, Airborne and Security Radar technology” 
applications. (See web printout of Registrant’s website home page, http://www.smartmicro.de/, 
attached as Exhibit A.)  

The goods identification in the registration is best interpreted as simply a description of radar 
technology in layman’s terms: “Radar” is defined as “[a] system for detecting the presence, 
direction, distance, and speed of aircraft, ships, and other objects, by sending out pulses of high-
frequency electromagnetic waves that are reflected off the object back to the source.” Radar, 
LEXICO POWERED BY OXFORD, https://www.lexico.com/en/definition/radar (last visited December 
18, 2019).  

Applicant, on the other hand, offers smoke sensors in connection with microwave ovens for 
cooking fire prevention. The fact that both Applicant and Registrant offer products with sensors 
does not render the marks confusingly similar. 

Consumers encountering Applicant’s Mark in relation to smoke detectors for microwave ovens 
are unlikely to be confused as to any connection with the Registrant. See M2 Software, Inc. v. M2 
Communications, Inc., 450 F.3d 1378, 1384 (Fed. Cir. 2006) (no likelihood of confusion between 
nearly identical marks where the offered goods—CD-ROMs in both cases—were unrelated 
because they were produced for different fields and purposes). Applicant’s smoke detecting 
microwave ovens are wholly dissimilar from the traffic radar, automotive radar, and airborne radar 
devices sold by Registrant (see Exhibit A). Further, there is no evidence that consumers would 
assume smoke detecting sensors and electric current monitors are offered by the same company 
simply because both products detect some sort of stimulus.  By that logic, a water flow sensor, a 
or even a fitness tracker, would be legal equivalents of an “electric current monitor,” which cannot 
be the case. 
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B. The High Degree of Care Exercised by The Relevant Consumers And Differing Channels 
 of Trade Prevent Any Likelihood of Confusion. 

Applicant’s Mark is not likely to cause confusion with the Cited Mark because the conditions 
under which the goods and services are offered, including the differing channels of trade and the 
high degree of care of the relevant consumers, will avoid a likelihood of confusion. In a refusal 
based upon a likelihood of confusion, the main inquiry is whether the marks will confuse 
consumers into believing that the goods and services they identify come from the same source. It 
is also proper when determining whether there is a likelihood of confusion to consider the 
similarity or dissimilarity of established, likely-to-continue channels of trade. In re E.I. Du Pont 
de Nemours & Co., 177 U.S.P.Q. at 567. 

The respective trade channels differ completely. Based on the description of goods covered, it is 
safe to assume that Registrant offers its goods to industrial and commercial purchasers in the 
automotive and aircraft industries. This is reflected in Registrant’s online materials, which describe 
its clientele as including “traffic system providers and system integrators,” primarily via specialty 
retailers. (See, e.g., printouts from http://www.smartmicro.de/traffic-radar/traffic-radar-overview/ 
enclosed as Exhibit B and http://www.smartmicro.de/automotive-radar/where-to-buy/ enclosed as 
Exhibit C).  

Applicant, on the other hand, offers fire-safe residential appliances, namely, microwaves, and 
distributes via traditional retail outlets. Applicant markets to commercial property owners and 
managers of multi-unit residential buildings, such as apartment buildings, public housing, military 
bases, colleges and universities, independent living seniors housing, and extended stay hotel-style 
suites. (See printout from Applicant’s website at https://www.pioneeringtech.com/products/ 
enclosed as Exhibit D.) 

The parties’ respective services “are not . . . marketed in such a way that they would be encountered 
by the same persons in situations that would create the incorrect assumption that they originate 
from the same source.” TMEP § 1207.01(a)(i). See also Welch Allyn Inc. v. Tyco Int’l Servs. A.G., 
200 F. Supp. 2d 130, 141 (N.D.N.Y. 2002) (finding on consideration of a preliminary injunction 
that medical devices moved through different channels of trade where Plaintiff sold high-quality 
stethoscopes and Defendant sold disposable medical products in bulk). 

Moreover, even in the unlikely event that a consumer would encounter both marks, both Applicant 
and the Registrant market their services to sophisticated consumers who exercise diligence in 
making their purchasing decisions. Circumstances suggesting care in purchasing may tend to 
minimize likelihood of confusion. TMEP 1207.01(d)(vii). Even where the channels of trade may 
overlap, the high level of sophistication of a shared consumer base “militates against a finding of 
likelihood of confusion.” Bose Corp. v. Custom Electronic Design & Installation Assoc., 
Cancellation No. 92042327, 2007 WL 1368976 at *9 (TTAB Apr. 30, 2007), citing Continental 
Plastic Containers v. Owens Brockway Plastic Prods., Inc., 141 F.3d 1073, 1080-81 (Fed. Cir. 
1998); Hewlett-Packard Co. v. Human Performance Measurement, Inc., 23 U.S.P.Q.2d 1390 
(T.T.A.B. 1991) (sophisticated buyers of medical instruments not likely to be confused between 
“HP” and “HPM”); Oreck Corp. v. U.S. Floor Sys., Inc., 803 F.2d 166, 173–74 (5th Cir.1986) 
(business purchasers of expensive products not likely to confuse goods with similar marks).  
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Applicant’s target consumers are property owners and managers for large, multi-residential 
properties who are purchasing Applicant’s goods at high volume, and for the explicit purpose of 
increasing the fire safety of their properties. Registrant’s presumed target consumers are also 
informed, industrial and commercial consumers including businesses in the automotive and 
aircraft industries, as well as municipalities. Neither set of consumers is likely to make rash, 
impulsive decisions in their respective purchases. Accordingly, Applicant’s Mark and the Cited 
Mark do not travel in the same channels of trade and it is not likely that consumers will believe 
that Applicant’s goods and Registrant’s goods originate from the same source. 

Further, even where the marks at issue are identical, or nearly identical, the T.T.A.B. has held that 
differences in connotation can outweigh visual and phonetic similarity. Coach Serv’s, Inc. v. 
Triumph Learning LLC, 668 F.3d 1356, 1368 (Fed. Cir. 2012) (no likelihood of confusion for 
COACH marks where one mark carried the connotation of luxury traveling and the other that of 
an educator or tutor). When assessed in connection with the respective goods, Applicant’s Mark 
and the Cited Mark offer distinct commercial impressions. Lastly, pursuant to the DuPont factors, 
the fact that Applicant has no intention of creating confusion with the Cited Mark, weighs in 
support of a finding of no likelihood of confusion. 

CONCLUSION 

Considering the differences in the nature of the goods offered under Applicant’s Mark and the 
Cited Mark, the differences in trade channels, the high degree of care exercised by the relevant 
consumers, and the differing commercial impressions, Applicant respectfully submits that 
Applicant’s Mark is not likely to be confused with the Cited Mark and that the present application 
is in condition for publication. However, the Examining Attorney is requested to contact the 
undersigned by telephone if a telephone conversation would expedite publication. Accordingly, 
Applicant respectfully requests that the mark be published in the Official Gazette pursuant to 15 
U.S.C. § 1062(a). 
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